Chair: Fabio Croccolo

Ministry for Infrastructure and Transport, Italy and ECMT Rail Group Chairman

14:00  Summary of findings from Rome workshop

Chris Nash, Institute for Transport Studies, Leeds

14:15  Sweden: Banverket’s Charges for Infrastructure Capacity

Alf Ekström, Banverket

15:00  Denmark: Development of Infrastructure Charges for the Liberalised Railways

Knud Elm-Larsen, National Rail Authority

15:45  Coffee

16:15  Austria: Marginal Cost Pricing under Cost Recovery Constraints

Klaus Garstenauer, OBB Netz, Austrian Infrastructure Manager

17:00  Hungary: Infrastructure Charging System

Réka Németh, Rail Capacity Allocation Office, MAV Rt
09:30  France: RFF’s Infrastructure Charges

    Thomas Remond, RFF

10:15  Netherlands: Dutch Infrastructure Charges

    Hinne Groot, Ministry of Transport

11:00  Coffee

11:30  Panel on Issues in the Development of Infrastructure Charges

    in Central and Eastern Europe

12:15  Discussion: Financial Sustainability, Efficiency and International Train Services

    Lou Thompson, Thompson, Galenson and Associates